I. Introduction

1. *Business at OECD* appreciates the opportunity to submit these comments to the OECD Competition Committee roundtable on barriers to exit. The Secretariat Note provides a robust discussion of the topic, which we augment with two points: (1) entrepreneurial exit from markets should not be inhibited by regulatory barriers absent significant competition concerns; and (2) barriers to exit through regulatory action by competition agencies through enforcement action should also be considered.

II. Regulatory Barriers and Entrepreneurial Exit

2. Barriers to exit for firms include not only natural marketplace barriers as discussed in the Secretariat note, but also barriers that regulation and enforcement put on firms. That is, in some cases regulation pushes firms to certain kinds of exits rather than others. For example, when there are high regulatory compliance costs to further growth or expansion, smaller firms may conclude that it is preferable to exit the market via sale rather than attempt to overcome these barriers to market participation. They may do so, in part, because founders and investors are looking for a way to exit their investment.

3. There has been some discussion in the policy community about using competition law to forbid larger firms from acquiring small firms as a means of preventing the further growth and influence of large firms and the potential impact of large firms on consumers. A ban on integration, however, is in conflict with the well-accepted recognition of efficiencies.\(^1\) This is particularly true in the case of vertical integration. Further, regulatory history shows that bans on acquisitions can retard economic development.\(^2\)

4. Though framed as a question of “barriers to exit,” in fact, the issue specific to acquisition of technology companies is really one of “entrepreneurial fulfillment” or “entrepreneurial success” via exit from the opportunity due to a positive liquidity event. This sort of exit is different from
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issues like failing firm and other topics covered in the Secretariat Note but is nevertheless an important one to address.

5. At the other end of the spectrum, where companies are not able to continue to compete in the face of a superior market performer, market exit can occur as a result of obsolescence, inefficiency, or consumer preferences. This is a healthy dimension of competition, as highlighted in the Secretariat note. At times, however—rather than stepping up to meet the demands of competition posed by the dominant firm—these smaller firms instead will seek to diminish the dominant firm by seeking out the competition authorities to stop the conduct of the dominant firm even when it does not foreclose competition. Effectively, the strategy is this: if they can’t catch the dominant firm themselves, they can still try to use the antitrust authorities to slow them down. This is not to say that competition agencies are naïve or unaware that competitors may have ulterior motives that are not in the best interests of consumers. Indeed, this ulterior motive is well recognized in areas like mergers, where a competitor may complain because they are concerned about the increased efficiency of a rival’s merger. Rather, the potential problem is one that stems from the inherent difficulty in discerning when a smaller competitor’s failure stems from exclusionary conduct of a dominant firm, and when it stems from other factors that do not violate the competition laws.

Regulatory Impacts on Entrepreneurial Exit in Capital Markets

6. Regulatory constraints can impact exit decisions. In a number of markets, firms exit because of regulatory constraints that impede their ability to grow and that make other types of exits (e.g., via vertical acquisition) far more likely. Such constraints are often found for start-up firms in what competition policy circles sometimes describe as “nascent competitors” related issues.3

7. As an example of the consequences of regulatory constraints and the impact on business, since the passage of Sarbanes-Oxley, a law that substantially increased corporate reporting and oversight responsibilities, there have been fewer IPOs in the United States, ever.4 Sarbanes-Oxley significantly increased compliance costs for public companies in the United States. While the goal of Sarbanes-Oxley was a good one—to improve the quality of audits and reduce company based financial fraud—it had a proportionately more significant impact on smaller firms. Its immediate outcome was clear. Between 2003 and 2004, over 300 U.S. companies delisted their common stock due to Sarbanes-Oxley rather than due to a merger, acquisition, liquidation, registration withdrawal, or going-private transaction.5

8. Since passage of Sarbanes-Oxley, the nature of entrepreneurial exit has changed. Because of regulatory costs, it often is advantageous for companies to choose to realize their liquidity event through acquisition rather than IPO. The lack of IPOs impacts competition policy, market structure, and innovation. Traditionally, in the tech boom of the late 1990s, the goal of entrepreneurial exit was an IPO. Today, there are far fewer IPOs in the United States than in prior years.6 Indeed, between a small number of new listings and an increase in delistings, the number of publicly traded
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3 See, generally, Sokol, Vertical Mergers, supra note 1.
companies is much smaller than it has been historically. As one recent article explains, “[f]rom 1975 to 1996 (the pre-peak period), the number of listed firms increases steadily from 4,775 to 8,025, a cumulative increase of 68%. Since the peak in 1996, listings fall each year from 1997 to 2012 (the post-peak period) and cumulatively decline by 3,923, or 49%, by 2012.” Listed company fees, yearly disclosures, and compliance, as well as the IPO process itself, may contribute to this decline.

9. Other work confirms the changing nature of publicly traded firms since the 1990s. Listed companies are older and larger in the modern post-Sarbanes-Oxley regime. In research and development intensive industries, this is particularly true. These factors together show the limits to traditional exit for entrepreneurial firms via IPO.

10. The lack of IPOs has implications for entrepreneurial exit. An IPO allows exit for the early investors in a firm through a public offering of securities. The nature of the securities regime shapes the opportunities for firms to exit through IPOs, but with IPOs now scarce, sales to larger market participants are the default mechanism for entrepreneurial exit.

11. Entrepreneurial exit is critical to a well-functioning entrepreneurial ecosystem, as the possibility of entrepreneurial exit via vertical merger is now the most usual form of liquidity event for founders and venture capitalists. A merger policy that would unduly restrict large tech firms from undertaking acquisitions in industries as diverse as finance, pharmaceuticals, medical devices, hardware, and internet platforms would hurt incentives for innovation in the economy by chilling business formation in start-ups. Increased difficulty for founders and venture capitalists to exit makes investment in such ventures less likely, since the purpose of such investment is to reap the rewards of scaling a venture to exit. Thus, a general inference that makes acquisitions, particularly in tech, more difficult to approve leads to direct contravention of antitrust’s role in promoting competition and innovation. Given that many businesses are built for exit via merger,
to close off this form of entrepreneurial exit (either by a changed merger inference to prove efficiencies or simply to ban them outright) at a time when the IPO market is at a significant low would chill innovation.

III. Barriers to Exit Through Competition Enforcement

12. At times, competition law enforcement can artificially raise barriers to exit. Less successful firms (often large ones themselves) should exit naturally but do not because they lobby for enforcement by antitrust agencies to larger and more efficient firms. That is, competitor firms that make complaints push antitrust enforcers to take up cases based upon complaints that may not be meritorious. When competition authorities bring cases that benefit competitors and not consumers, such cases may lead to an outcome that may negatively affect business opportunities for the dominant firm, prevent the exit of smaller firms, but have a negative net effect on (at least) total welfare. This risk may be present in several situations, for example where enforcers erroneously block a merger based on perceived anticompetitive effects. But it may also be present in enforcement based on perceived exclusionary conduct by a dominant firm.

13. Enforcement against dominant firms often is precipitated by complaints of smaller rivals, often times by firms that have entered or attempted to enter the market after the dominant firm established its position. The complaints often center around perceived barriers or other exclusionary means erected by the dominant firm that ostensibly have harmed the smaller rival and inhibited their growth. An examination of the market will often reveal a practice that the smaller rival will point to as the central cause of the smaller firm’s inability to challenge the dominant firm.

14. Indeed, in some cases, the identified practice may in fact be the precipitating cause of the smaller firm’s inability to succeed. And the observable market evidence will often lend itself to such an interpretation: an enforcer would see a questionable practice, a seemingly threatening smaller competitor, and that smaller competitor’s inability to capture share in the market. As a result, enforcement against the dominant firm may result, opening the door for the smaller competitor and preventing their exit from the market which otherwise would have, or might have, occurred.

15. The issue, however, is that often times there is little experience with the impact of the challenged practice, such that the competitive effect of the allegedly exclusionary practice is ambiguous. But the observation of the “failure” of the smaller firm can drive a conclusion that the practice must be exclusionary.

16. A proper evaluation of the effect of the practice, however, requires more than evidence that the smaller firm is failing, and sometimes even more than it is “equally efficient.” In a concept that is widely cited internationally, U.S. law recognizes that monopolization based on “growth or development as a consequence of a superior product, business acumen, or historic accident” is not unlawful. The same is true for the maintenance of monopoly power. Smaller rivals may not be able to succeed against a dominant firm (that lawfully obtained its dominance) for the same reasons, perhaps even if the smaller firm’s product is equivalent or better and even if the smaller firm is equally efficient. Thus, as one leading antitrust jurist stated, “A firm that reduces cost and
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15 In a number of public choice settings, the principal-agent problem is a result of free-rider problems that exist when a larger group of principals, such as voters, must monitor government agents. See M. Albert Vachris, Federal Antitrust Enforcement: A Principal-Agent Perspective, 88 PUB. CHOICE 223 (1996) (discussing the relationship between the Antitrust Division of the DOJ and its corresponding congressional oversight committee).

expands sales injures rivals—sometimes fatally. . . . These injuries to rivals are byproducts of vigorous competition, and the antitrust laws are not balm for rivals’ wounds.”

17. Thus, in order to ensure that a competition agency’s enforcement actions against a dominant firm are not creating an artificial barrier to exit, an agency must carefully analyze the causation of the smaller firm’s failure and ensure that there is a direct causal link between the purported exclusionary conduct and the failure of the smaller firm. This requires a critical evaluation not only of the dominant firm’s conduct, but also of the smaller firm’s initiatives. Merely observing the failure of smaller firms in the market does not suffice to render a practice illegal, unless alternative reasons for the failure of the smaller firms can be reasonably excluded.

18. Of course, some types of anticompetitive actions by dominant firms are not ambiguous and should not be permitted, even when there is no smaller firm on the horizon. Tying and exclusive dealing undertaken by a dominant firm, for example, can have anticompetitive effects irrespective of the potential exit of smaller rivals. But establishing a causal link between the alleged exclusionary conduct and the potential effect on rivals is an indispensable element of establishing harm to competition. Absent such harm, enforcement action can have the effect of raising barriers to exit.

IV. Conclusion

19. While the focus on exit is often on barriers in doctrine and to traditional competitive effects, what is often forgotten is that the ability of firms to exit as part of a liquidity strategy for nascent firms to reward founders and early investors may be impacted by competition policy that views vertical acquisitions of “nascent competitors” with suspicion. However, what may drive such deals are burdens on nascent competitors due to overly aggressive regulatory intervention in financial markets or in privacy regulation. Indeed, the business model of such nascent competitors may be built upon such an exit. In other circumstances, protecting inefficient competitors that misuse antitrust as a form of raising rivals’ costs prevents the exit of less efficient competitors.
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